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A broader perspective on bias… 



Madrid Bombings 2004 
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What’s gone wrong?  







What has my brain evolved to do? 





50% of  people don’t see the gorilla! 



83% of  radiologists missed this gorilla 

Drew, Vo, & Wolfe (2013) 



Lesson #1: Your brain doesn’t see 
everything…(and it’s blind to its blindness) 







Lesson #2: Your brain will find 
meaning wherever it can…(even when 

there is none) 





Lesson #3: Your brain makes 
assumptions 









Lesson #4: Your brain has great 
difficulty ignoring context 
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Lesson #5: First impressions are 
powerful, and we interpret new 

information in light of  information 
we already have 



Houseflies all buzz in the key of F 
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Boubla 
Chinki 
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Lesson #6: Your brain is well-disposed 
towards things that it can process easily 







Lesson #7: Your brain will seek, 
interpret, and remember information 
in a way that confirms your beliefs, 

motivations, and expectations 



“We won the Rugby World 
Cup! We are so much better 

than Australia!”  

“But Australia won the 
Cricket World Cup” 

“Rugby is so much more important than cricket” 



Cognitive Dissonance 



Lesson #8: Your brain will do 
almost anything to justify its 

decisions (even the terrible ones…) 
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Actions you can take 

1.  Slow down 
2.  Manage the context 
3.  Identify objective criteria ahead of  time 
4.  Play “devil’s advocate” 
5.  Document your decision process 
6.  Utilise peer review 




